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The PCS Mission
The aim of the PCS initiative is to reinforce asset-backed securities as
sustainable investment and funding tools for both investors and originators
with the aim to improve market resilience in Europe, promote growth in the
real economy and at all times maintain the standards of quality, transparency,
simplicity and liquidity.

PCS Objectives
As the crisis unfolded in 2007/2008, the asset backed securities market came
under substantial criticism as some securitised products played a major role in
the financial difficulties. Badly underwritten products, opaque structures and
over-leveraged issuances performed very badly and weakened the world
financial system. Yet, a number of years later, the vast majority of European
securitisations have demonstrated incredible credit resilience and strong price
performance. They show that simple, transparent and high quality
securitisations are a healthy and robust part of the financial architecture. As
Europe seeks to return to growth and prosperity, a healthy financial flow of
credit to consumers, SME’s and corporations will be a key component. PCS
strongly believes, as do many policy makers, that a strong and resilient asset
backed market in an indispensable part of that growth and prosperity.
By building on the lessons of the past, the PCS initiative – as an independent
entity – seeks to define and promote standards of “best practice” in the asset
backed market: standards of quality, transparency, simplicity and liquidity.
Through its role in helping define these standards, its advocacy role in
promoting them and its label, awarded to securitisations that meet them, PCS
seeks to revitalise a healthy asset-backed market that directly benefits the
real economy.

PCS
The Prime Collateralised Securities (“PCS”) initiative is composed of the PCS
Association, a Belgian not-for-profit association and the PCS Secretariat, a
United Kingdom registered limited company.
The PCS Association is the governing body for PCS, setting the eligibility
criteria for the PCS Label and guiding the PCS initiative.
The PCS Association is chaired by Mr Francesco Papadia, formerly head of
Market Operations at the ECB and has an independent board of nine members.
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The PCS Secretariat deals with issuers seeking a label for their securities,
runs the day-to-day operations of PCS and awards the PCS Label in
accordance with the rules, procedures and criteria established by the PCS
Association.
The PCS Association currently has over 59 members and observers drawn
from all stakeholder segments including public bodies, issuers and investors.
The PCS initiative is an independent, not for profit enterprise.

PCS Label
The heart of the PCS initiative is the PCS Label. This label can be awarded to
securitisation issuances meeting the strict criteria set by PCS.
The PCS Label criteria seek to embody the PCS mission. They focus on
issues of quality, transparency, simplicity and liquidity. They are not, however,
a credit rating. They do not seek to rank or measure the creditworthiness of
the obligation to which it is awarded. They are informational and designed to
assist investors and market participants in understanding aspects of the
labeled securities.
Although issuers pay for the label, PCS is a not-for-profit operation. Therefore,
all revenue generated from the label goes solely to covering the cost of the
label and of the ancillary activities of the PCS initiative, such as working
towards better standards in the asset backed market and advocacy for such
standards.
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Current PCS label activity
•

As at August 31, 2014, PCS has issued 65 labels for senior tranches of
transactions totaling approximately €99.13 billion equivalent with activity
as shown in the two charts below.
PCS Label issuance by country
to date
Norway, 3

Poland, 1

Italy, 4

PCS Label issuance by asset
class to date

Spain, 2

SME, 2

Credit
cards, 1

Netherlands,
19

Finland, 1

Consumer
Loans, 3

France, 3

Germany, 5
Auto
Loans, 16

UK, 27
Total 65

RMBS, 43

Total 65

•

PCS labeled transactions (including all tranches of labeled transactions)
total €111.25 billion as at August 31, 2014.

•

Total PCS label volume represents approximately 10% of total European
Securitisation outstanding market (eligible and non-eligible) volume.

•

PCS label issuance represents 20% of the total placed outstanding
European Securitisation market.

•

From January to August 2014, new issue and PCS labeled transactions
represented around 50% (by number) and 62% (by volume) of all new
securitisations eligible and placed with capital market investors (as
distinguished from retained by banks for use as repo collateral for
central bank liquidity operations).

Key PCS issues
The key contentions of PCS are that:
•

a strong and healthy securitisation market is essential for the European
economy;

•

a strong regulatory regime around securitisation is necessary to
prevent a repetition of past errors;
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•

the two aims can be achieved by creating a robust definition of “high
quality securitisations” and differentiating the regulatory prudential rules
by calibrating the requirements around the actual performance of high
quality securitisation, on the one hand, and other securitisations, on the
other;

•

such an approach will only be successful if the various European
regulatory frameworks are working off the same or similar definitions of
high quality securitisations.
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Further information
For further information regarding PCS, please see the PCS website at
www.pcsmarket.org.

Questions and answers for issuers
Q 1.

Why do we need a quality label, when so many European securitisations
have performed so well?

A 1.

Although many European securitisations have performed well, many
have not. For many outside the industry, the technology of
securitisation still remains tainted. At best it is seen as a technology
which can be put to good use but can also be used to wreak
devastation. Recently, many policy makers have expressed support
for the return of “high quality securitisations”. But the industry
should not believe that this can lead to a “blank cheque”. The words
“high quality” are as important in that support as the word
“securitisation”. In addition, despite the support from high-level
policy makers whose mandates are closely linked to financial
markets, many policy makers, opinion makers and large parts of the
public remain unconvinced.
The PCS Label should not, therefore, be seen merely as a quality
stamp relevant to this or that securitisation transaction. The Label is
part of a convenant between the industry and policy and opinion
makers. It is the visible sign of the industry’s commitment to
learning from the past and moving forward with a strong and safe
securitisation market serving the real economy.
By supporting the PCS Label, issuers provide tangible evidence of
their commitment to this new securitisation market.

Q 2.

Today, the PCS Label does not yield a price or liquidity advantage. Why
would I get one?

A 2.

The securitisation industry is facing regulatory proposals that, in
their present form, could cripple the market. At worst, these could
lead to the market’s implosion, at best to making the market much
smaller and expensive for issuers.
There are clear indications that policy makers are willing to assist in
the revival of securitisation, but only if they can be confident that the
market has changed and unsafe securitisations will not return. With
trust in financial professionals lower than it has ever been, policy
and opinion makers will need to see some tangible evidence of this
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commitment to change. For many issuers whose transactions have
performed spectacularly well, this may feel unfair. They were not
responsible for the poorly designed products that caused such
losses. This is true, but irrelevant. As an industry, we cannot
expect policy makers and opinion makers from outside the financial
industry to make these finely tuned distinctions that may be so
obvious to those within.
As we have said, the PCS Label is more than a quality stamp. It is
evidence of the covenant between finance and policy makers. By
obtaining the PCS Label, an issuer signs up to that covenant. In
doing so, an issuer strengthens the arguments of those who seek a
better regulatory treatment for high quality securitisations. By doing
so, an issuer also helps policy makers who are favourable to a
return of high quality securitsation to make the case to those who
remain skeptical.
The PCS Label evidences support for the strategic mission and
objectives of PCS. Without broad and cross-industry support, the
PCS initiative will not be successful – in essence, issuer support is
really self-help to maintain and enhance securitisation as a funding
platform for the future. PCS is an important element in the
discussions with policy makers and regulators regarding the future
of the securitisation industry. The PCS Label is therefore the
practical embodiment of the PCS initiative and it fits together with
PCS’ outreach work with policy makers and regulators.

The PCS Label is an investment in the future of
securitisation.
Q 3.

If I support the PCS Label now, where does this go in the long term?

A 3.

As we have seen with the recent EIOPA proposals for capital
weightings in Solvency II, the trend in European regulations is to
bifurcate regulatory outcomes by defining a category of “high
quality securitisations”. This is important since otherwise all
regulatory treatment of good securitisations will be calibrated, in
whole or in part, on US sub-prime.
Should this bifurcation take place, it may cause uncertainty for
issuers, investors and regulators as to whether any given
transaction falls within the defined category of “high quality
securitisation” an eligible for the better regulatory treatment. By
making use of a label such as PCS, regulators and market
participants would be able to reduce substantially any such
uncertainty.
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This is another way in which the PCS Label is an investment in the
future of securitisation: by making possible a bifurcated yet
predictable regulatory scheme.
Q 4.

Do investors care about the label?

A 4.

With so little issuance to purchase, investors will not make at this
stage a PCS Label a condition of purchase. However, more and more
investors are now asking issuers about the PCS Label. Obtaining the
PCS label is an investor friendly approach for issuers.
Evidence of investor interest may be found in the material and
growing number of key European investors (including APG, AXA IM,
Allianz, Swiss re, JP Morgan, HSBC GAM, etc) in PCS’ membership
list. Please see the current PCS membership list on the PCS website.

Q 5.

Will there be a pricing benefit for using the PCS Label?

A 5.

At this stage, it is difficult to say that there is any pricing differential
between PCS and non-PCS labeled transactions. However, PCS
believes that if regulatory change supporting the concept of high
quality securitisation is established then it is highly likely that a
pricing differential will occur. This may impact both secondary and
new issue PCS labeled transactions.
Is the PCS Label expensive to obtain and what is the process?

Q 6.
A 6.

The cost to obtain the PCS Label has been set at a low level to
encourage issuance under the PCS Label. PCS is a not-for-profit
initiative.
The PCS Label fee, if denominated in Euros is: Euro 9,650. The PCS
Label fee, if denominated in GBP is: GBP 7,500. From the start of
2015, an annual maintenance fee will be charged for each
transaction of GBP 5,000 or Euro 6,000. VAT is only applicable for
issuers domiciled in the UK.
Applications forms, checklists and a procedures manual are
available on the PCS website.
The process for PCS labeling is now well established and works
efficiently. The PCS Label process will take a few days from receipt
of the application and relevant PCS documentation. PCS staff are
fully available to assist in the PCS documentation process and
associated Label set-up costs should be kept to a minimum as a
result.
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Q 7.

What else is PCS doing to support the securitisation market?

A 7.

PCS has a very active outreach programme with senior policy
makers and regulators interested in the future of the securitisation
industry. In the past year, PCS has established itself as an active,
credible and serious interlocutor in discussions regarding the future
of securitisation. We would be happy to discuss the current status of
industry regulation with you.

Q 8.

To what extent is PCS supported by stakeholders in the securitisation
industry?

A 8.

PCS currently has 59 members and observers across the industry
spectrum including:
•
•
•
•

policy makers, policy influencers and European bodies (EBA,
ESMA, ECB, EIB, KFW, EFAMA, Insurance Europe, EFR, etc);
issuers (Santander, Lloyds, Rabobank, Unicredit, RBS, BNP
Paribas, etc);
investors (see question 4 above)
other market participants (Clifford Chance, KPMG, BNY Mellon,
etc).

The full list of members and observers together with the list of
issuers under the PCS Label can be obtained from the PCS website.
PCS has a total of 72 members, observers and PCS label issuers as
at August 31, 2014.
Q 9.

How successful has PCS been to date?

A 9.

PCS has, at August 31, 2014, labeled 65 transactions representing
€99.13 billion of senior securities and 10% of the total outstanding
European securitization market. From January 1, 2013 to August 31
2014, PCS labeled transactions represents 50% by number and 62%
by volume of all new and eligible market-placed securitisations.

Q 10. What can I do to help PCS?
A 10. Issuers can help in a number of ways:
First, obtain the PCS Label for eligible new issue securitisation
transactions.
Second, obtain the PCS label for eligible existing securitisations.
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Third, consider the benefits and apply to become a PCS member.
Fourth, actively support the PCS initiative in industry forums and
regulatory discussions.
The 2014 securitisation industry is at a critical juncture in regulatory
terms. Policy makers and regulators are closely reviewing the
progress of PCS. Your active support of the PCS initiative is
therefore important.
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Contacts at the PCS Secretariat
Ian Bell, Head of PCS Secretariat
Tel:
+44 (0) 20 3440 3721
Mob:
+44 (0) 7500 558 040
E:
ian.bell@pcsmarket.org
Mark Lewis, Head of PCS Operations
Tel:
+44 (0) 20 3440 3722
Mob:
+44 (0) 7500 448 833
E:
mark.lewis@pcsmarket.org
Tris Lateward, Office Manager
Tel:
+44 (0) 20 3440 3723
Mob:
+44 (0) 7780 333 895
E:
tris.lateward@pcsmarket.org

info@pcsmarket.org

(for general enquiries)

admin@pcsmarket.org

(for the label applications)

www.pcsmarket.org/contact-us
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www.pcsmarket.org

